Regular logic is the fragment of first order logic generated by =, ⊤, ∧, and ∃. A key feature of this logic is that it is the minimal fragment required to express composition of binary relations; another is that it is the internal logic of regular categories. The link between these two facts is that in any regular category, one may construct a notion of binary relation using jointly-monic spans; this results in what is known as the bicategory of relations of the regular category. In this paper we provide a direct axiomatization of bicategories of relations, which we term relational po-categories, reinterpreting the earlier work of Carboni and Walters along these lines. Our main contribution is an explicit proof that the 2-category of regular categories is equivalent to that of relational po-categories. Throughout, we emphasize the graphical nature of relational po-categories.
Introduction
The goal in this paper is to abstract the properties of the bicategory of relations of a regular category. This is not a new task. Notably, Freyd and Scedrov's version of this story led to the notion of an allegory [FS90] , while Carboni and Walters' version led to that of functionally complete 'bicategories of relations' [CW87] . Here we revisit the approach of Carboni and Walters, which emphasizes the monoidal structure on the bicategory of relations, as well as certain maps that coherently exist and form an algebraic structure on each object. In our terminology, we axiomatize the presence of all these cohering algebraic maps as a supply of wirings.
Let us take as an example Rel, the ur-bicategory of relations consisting of sets and binary relations. Note that it has a canonical symmetric monoidal structure, given by the cartesian product of sets, and that each homset has a canonical poset structure, given by inclusion of relations. Thus Rel forms a symmetric monoidal locally-posetal 2-category, or monoidal po-category for short.
Given any set X, for all m, n ∈ N we have the diagonal binary relation {(x, . . . , x) | x ∈ X} ⊆ X m × X n . We depict these with the following string diagrams, for various m, n: These diagrams behave like wires in the sense that composition is about interconnection; for example:
Cspn for the bicategory of cospans of finite sets. More abstractly to equip an object r in a po-category C with a wiring structure is to provide a monoidal functor Cspn co → C sending 1 to r. A po-category supplies wirings if every object is equipped with a wiring, in a way compatible with the monoidal product. With these wirings as syntax, we capture logical properties of relations using equations and inequalities. For example every binary relation R ⊆ X × Y obeys {x | ∃y.(x, y) ∈ R} ⊆ X and {(x, y, y) | (x, y) ∈ R} ⊆ {(x, y 1 , y 2 ) | (x, y 1 ) ∈ R, (x, y 2 ) ∈ R}.
In terms of wirings, we draw this: If these two inequalities hold for all morphisms f in a monoidal po-category C, we say that the induced supply of comonoids is lax homomorphic, and that C is a prerelational po-category. In a prerelational po-category, we may express the property of being an adjoint or a monomorphism equationally. It is furthermore the case in Rel that every 1-morphism factors into a right adjoint followed by a left adjoint, satisfying a certain joint-monicness condition; i.e. it has a tabulation. If C is prerelational and has tabulations, we call it a relational po-category; these are our main objects of study.
It is well known that the construction of the bicategory of relations Rel(R) does not forget any data of the regular category R; the latter can be recovered internally as the category of left adjoints in Rel(R). Indeed, writing RgCat for the 2-category of regular categories and RlPoCat for the 2-category of relational po-categories, our main theorem is simply the following:
Theorem. There is an equivalence of 2-categories RgCat RlPoCat
Rel LAdj .
Moreover, we explicitly give a 2-equivalence of these categories that descends to a 1-equivalence on the underlying 1-categories. As one might expect, the functor Rel : RgCat → RlPoCat takes a regular category and constructs its category of relations, while its inverse LAdj : RlPoCat → RgCat takes a relational po-category and returns its category of left adjoints.
The two equivalent structures are quite different on the surface: one is a 1-category with finite limits and pullback stable image factorizations; the other is a po-category that supplies wires and has tabulations. To prove the equivalence, Carboni and Walters went through a good deal of calculations, even though writing fairly tersely. The supply of wirings provides us with a graphical syntax with which to clarify many of those computations. As a byproduct, we will see that our computations in a relational po-category involve diagrams that are rather network-like, sensitive only to an indexing of boundary ports, and not to an exact allocation of domain and codomain. More formally, they take place in a hypergraph category [FS19a] .
Another way to understand the goal of reaxiomatization, is that we seek to lay out a minimal structure that allows us to interpret regular logic, the fragment of first order logic generated by =, ⊤, ∧, and ∃. Here the wires allow us to express equality, the lax homomorphic structure gives us ⊤ and ∧, and the tabulations give existential quantification.
Related work
As we have mentioned, we are not the first to provide an axiomatization of relations, and we are largely revisiting the main results of Carboni and Walters' seminal paper 'Cartesian bicategories I', leaning heavily on their insights. What we add here is:
• an explicit 2-categorical equivalence, • more invariant definitions, made possible by a supply-oriented perspective, • new, graphical proofs. That said, the major purpose of this paper is expository; we believe Carboni and Walters' work has been underappreciated. Walters in particular was vocal about the beauty of the graphical language of bicategories of relations, but their original 1987 paper was typeset in a time before the graphical tools we use became available. We hope this tribute to their ideas improves the availability of their insights to a wider audience, particularly those coming in from applications of category theory to networked systems and graphical languages.
On this note, while the previous work of Freyd, Scedrov, Carboni, Walters and others shows a long history of interest in characterizing of categories of relations, the impetus for this work has been the more recent application of these ideas to networkstyle graphical languages, and the presence of implicit relational structure. The first examples include the work of Baez and Erbele [BE15] , and Bonchi, Sobocinski, and Zanasi [BSZ17] , on the signal flow graphs used in control theory and electrical engineering, which provide syntax for manipulating relations in the category of finite dimesional vector space. Recent work focussing on the principles behind these graph-ical languages includes that on relational theories by Bonchi, Pavlovic, and Sobocinski [BPS17] , and our companion paper [FS18] on graphical regular logic.
Outline
In Section 2 we review locally-posetal categories, which we call po-categories, and symmetric monoidal structures for them. In particular we will introduce po-props.
In Section 3 we review the notion of regular category and its associated po-category of relations. In Section 4, we axiomatize the resulting po-category as one that supplies wirings and has tabulations; we call such categories relational. To do so, we need to define the po-prop W of wirings as well as define the notions of supply and tabulation. In Section 5, we prove that a regular category's po-category of relations is indeed relational and moreover that this construction is 2-functorial.
In Section 6, we provide a 2-functor going back, from relational po-categories to regular categories. To do so requires an exploration of relational po-categories. We do so by using a graphical language that arises from the supply of wirings W. In Section 7, we prove our main theorem: we have a 2-equivalence of 2-categories, that descends to a 1-equivalence of 1-categories.
Finally, in Section 8 we discuss how our definitions are equivalent to their corresponding notions in Carboni and Walters.
Notation
• Whenever we speak of 2-categories, 2-functors, or 2-natural transformations, we mean them in the strict sense.
• We often denote compositions of morphisms f : x → y and g : y → z in diagrammatic order, as f g : x → z.
• Given a natural number n ∈ N, we write n ≔ {1, 2, . . . , n}, e.g. 0 = ∅.
• Named 1-categories are denoted in san-serif, e.g. FinSet; named 2-categories are denoted with a calligraphic first letter, e.g. RgCat. Generic po-categories are denoted in blackboard bold, e.g. C.
Background
Mostly to set our notation and terminology, we review the basic theory of symmetric monoidal locally-posetal 2-categories, or monoidal po-categories for short.
Po-categories and adjunctions
We will use the following notion throughout the paper.
Definition 2.1 (Po-category). A po-category is a locally-posetal category C, i.e. it is an ordinary 1-category for which the set C(c, c ′ ) of morphisms between any two objects has been equipped with a partial order, and for which composition is monotonic.
A po-functor F : C → D between po-categories is an ordinary 1-functor for which the function F(c, c ′ ) : C(c, c ′ ) → D(Fc, Fc ′ ) is monotonic for any two objects c, c ′ ∈ C.
A natural transformation α between po-functors F, G : C → D is an ordinary natural transformation α : F ⇒ G between the underlying 1-functors.
Given natural transformations α, β :
For any po-categories C, D, we denote by [C, D] the po-category of po-functors and natural transformations; we call it the po-category of po-functors from C to D. 
Noting that both η and ǫ always point in the direction of the left adjoint L, we write
to denote an adjunction, where the 2-arrow points in the direction of the left adjoint.
Lemma 2.3. 2-functors preserve left adjoints and right adjoints.
Note that in any 2-category, any two right adjoints to a 1-morphism L are isomorphic, so in a po-category, a 1-morphism has at most one right adjoint. 
Proof. The forward direction is true even for 2-categories that aren't locally posetal; the backwards direction holds by the uniqueness of 2-morphisms in a po-category.
Symmetric monoidal po-categories
In this paper, we will have a great deal of use for symmetric monoidal po-categories C. Strictly speaking, these are 3-categories, but they are "petite" in two directions: they are locally posetal, and they have only one object. It is conceptually simpler to think of C as a 1-category with extra structure: hom-sets are equipped with an order, and there is a symmetric monoidal operation on objects and morphisms.
Definition 2.5. A symmetric monoidal structure on a po-category C consists of a symmetric monoidal structure on its underlying 1-category, such that (
A strong symmetric monoidal po-functor is simply a po-functor whose underlying 1-functor is equipped with a strong symmetric monoidal structure.
If F : (C, I, ⊗) → (D, J, ⊙) is a strong monoidal functor, we refer to the coherence maps ϕ : J → F(I) and ϕ :
If m, n ∈ N are natural numbers, and c : m × n → C is a family of objects in C, we have a natural isomorphism σ : 
We refer to σ as the symmetry isomorphism, though note that it involves associators and unitors too, not just the symmetric braiding. We will be interested in two particular cases of the isomorphism Eq. (2), namely for m = 2 and m = 0 and any n ∈ N:
Definition 2.6 (Po-prop). A po-prop is a symmetric strict monoidal po-category P whose monoid of objects is equal to (N, 0, +).
A functor F : P → Q between po-props is an identity-on-objects monoidal functor. Proof. This follows from the universal properties of terminal objects and products.
Regular categories and their relations
The main characters of this paper are two identical twins: regular categories and and relational po-categories. In this section we discuss the former. In Section 3.1 we review the axioms for regular categories R, and then in Section 3.2 we describe the pocategory Rel(R) of relations in R. In Section 4 we will axiomatize those po-categories that arise in this way as relational po-categories, our second main character.
The 2-category of regular categories
The definition of regular category collects a few notions that make sense in any category.
Definition 3.1 (Extremal epimorphism). Let C be a category and e : r → s a morphism. We say e an extremal epimorphism if it has the property that whenever e = f m is a factorization of e, and m is a monomorphism, then in fact m is an isomorphism. Definition 3.2 (Image factorization). Given a morphism f : r → s, we say that a factorization f = e m is an image factorization if m is a monomorphism and e is an extremal epimorphism. Remark 3.6. Given two objects r, s in a regular category R, we follow the standard category-theoretic style and allow ourselves to write r × s to denote their product. Implicitly, this-together with a choice 1 of terminal object-means we are choosing a monoidal structure (1, ×) on R; and this of course involves the axiom of choice. In order to use the × symbol, it would be slightly more honest to define a regular category to be a cartesian monoidal category with equalizers and image factorizations-i.e. to make the monoidal structure explicit-but we decided to go along with the standard definition and the standard use of choice. One could avoid choice using the approach of [Mak96] . 
Definition 3.3 (RgCat
Proof. The pullback of g 2 along m is monic and hence an isomorphism since e is extremal. Use its inverse and a projection map to construct h.
The po-category of relations
An important property-arguably the key property-of regular categories is that they support a well-behaved notion of relation. A relation between objects r and s in a regular category R is a subobject of the product r × s. Equivalently, we may speak in terms of jointly-monic spans.
A jointly-monic span r → s is a pair of morphisms r f ← − x g − → s such that the pairing f, g : x → r × s is a monomorphism. A morphism from one jointly-monic spans
commutes. A relation r → s is an isomorphism class of jointly-monic spans. We will frequently abuse terminology and refer to the representative spans themselves as relations.
It is easy to check that relations r → s form a poset, where f, g ≤ f ′ , g ′ if there exists a morphism from f, g to f ′ , g ′ . Moreover, relations can be composed. Given − − → t, we define their composite by first taking the pullback x × s y, and then taking the image of its induced map to r × t. The result is independent of the choice of the span representing x. Finally, the identity morphism on r is the
Definition 3.8. Let R be a regular category. Define its po-category of relations Rel(R) to be the symmetric monoidal po-category with Ob(R) as objects, relations as morphisms, composition and identity as above, and monoidal structure given by categorical products in R; see Remark 3.6.
It is well-known that the above description indeed defines a symmetric monoidal po-category-this follows from the universal properties of products, pullbacks, and images, see for example [Bor94, Theorem 2.8.4]. Our next goal is to axiomatize the sorts of po-categories that arise in this way.
Relational po-categories
In this section we define the second of our main characters: relational po-categories; these are po-categories for which a certain algebraic structure is coherently supplied to each object, and where every morphism can be factored in a certain way. In order to state a precise definition, we first define a po-prop W in Section 4.1 and the notion of supply in Section 4.2, at which point we can define pre-relational and relational po-categories in Section 4.3. It turns out that even prerelational po-categories have a vast amount of useful structure, which we will study in Section 5.
The po-prop W for wiring
Consider the symmetric monoidal 2-category (Cspn co , ∅, +), i.e. the 2-dual of cospans between finite sets. The full subcategory spanned by finite ordinals n is a skeleton, and we denote its local poset reflection by W. It is a po-prop, and we describe its hom-categories explicitly in Proposition 4.3.
Definition 4.1 (W)
. We refer to the po-prop W defined above as the po-prop for wiring. Remark 4.2. One can motivate the definition of W as follows. A regular category R has finite products, and thus each object r is equipped with morphisms ǫ r : r → 1 and δ r : r → r ⊗ c. The category FinSet op is the free finite product category, and-in a sense that we will soon make precise-the theory of comonoids.
We will see that in the bicategory of relations Rel(R), morphisms coming from R are precisely the left adjoints. It was shown in [Her00, Theorem A.2] that the span construction freely adds right adjoints, subject to the condition that pullbacks in R are sent to Beck-Chevalley squares. Since all of our categories are po-categories, we are using the local posetal reflection W of Span(FinSet op ).
W is almost the prop of equivalence relations-see [CF17] -but without the "extra" law, which would equate cospans 0 → 0 ← 0 and 0 → 1 ← 0. 
where {0 ≤ 1} is the poset of booleans, and ER(p) is the poset of equivalence relations on the set p, ordered by inclusion.
Proof. For any m, n, may identify W(m, n) op with the poset reflection of Cspn(m, n). This is the coslice category m + n/FinSet, consisting of sets S equipped with a function m + n → S . If m+n = 0 this poset reflection is that of FinSet, namely {∅ ≤ {1}}; otherwise it may be identified with the poset of equivalence relations on m + n. Indeed, every function m + n → S factors as an epic followed by a monic, and every monic out of a nonempty set has a retraction.
The morphisms of W can be generated by four morphisms, for which we have special notation and iconography:
Morphism in W Corresponding cospan Icon
These generators satisfy various equations and inequalities:
We refer to η δ and µ ǫ as the cup and cap; they are depicted as follows:
The equations in the first and second lines of Eq. (5) are called commutativity, unitality, associativity for comonoids and monoids, respectively. The equations in the next line are called the special law and the frobenius law. We refer to the inequalities in the last line as the adjunction inequalities, because they show up as the unit and counit of adjunctions, as we see next in Proposition 4.4. Proof. The inequalities id 1 ≤ (ǫ η), (η ǫ) ≤ id 0 , id 2 ≤ (δ µ), and the equation id 1 = (µ δ) are all shown in (5), which itself is proved via computations in Cspn co .
Remark 4.5. The perhaps surprising inequality (µ δ) ≤ id 1 , i.e. the one not coming from adjointness, is in fact derivable from the rest of the structure:
Supply
It often happens that every object in a symmetric monoidal category C is equipped with the same sort of algebraic structure-say coming from a prop P-with the property that these algebraic structures are compatible with the monoidal structure. In [FS19b] , the authors refer to this situation by saying that C supplies P. For our purposes we need to slightly generalize this story, from props to po-props and from symmetric monoidal categories C to symmetric monoidal po-categories C.
Definition 4.6 (Supply). Let P be a po-prop and C a symmetric monoidal po-category.
A supply of P in C consists of a strong monoidal po-functor s c : P → C for each object c ∈ C, such that
(ii) the strongator c ⊗m ⊗ c ⊗n → c ⊗(m+n) is equal to the associator for each m, n ∈ N, and (iii) the following diagrams commute for every c, d ∈ C and µ : m → n in P:
where the σ's are the symmetry isomorphisms from Eq. (2). We often denote the morphism s c (µ) in C simply by µ c : c ⊗m → c ⊗n for typographical reasons; i.e. we elide explicit mention of s.
We further say that f : c → d in C is a lax s-homomorphism (resp. oplax s-homomorphism) if, for each µ : m → n in the prop P, there is a 2-morphism as shown in the left-hand (resp. right-hand) diagram:
Since C is locally posetal, if f is both a lax and an oplax s-homomorphism, then these diagrams commute and we simply say f is an s-homomorphism.
We say that C (lax-/oplax-) homomorphically supplies P if every morphism f in C is a (lax/oplax) s-homomorphism.
An important example of supply is that categories with finite products are those that homomorphically supply commutative comonoids. This is the main theorem of [Fox76] . Definition 4.9 (Preservation of supply). Let P be a po-prop, C and D symmetric monoidal po-categories, and suppose s is a supply of P in C and t is a supply of P in D. We say that a strong symmetric monoidal po-functor (F, ϕ) : C → D preserves the supply if the strongators ϕ provide an isomorphism t Fc (s c F) of po-functors P → D for each c ∈ C.
Unpacking, a strong monoidal po-functor (F, ϕ) preserves the supply iff the following diagram commutes for each morphism µ : m → n in P and object c ∈ C:
Definition of relational categories
The goal of this section is to axiomatize po-categories that arise as the relations of a regular categories; we call them relational po-categories and define them in Definition 4.15. Most of the structure is already present in the following definition.
Definition 4.10 (Prerelational po-category).
A symmetric monoidal po-category C is prerelational if it supplies wiring W, such that the supply of comonoids is lax homomorphic.
Remark 4.11. The lax comonoid homomorphism condition requires that for every It follows from this that every hom-poset C(c, d) in a prerelational po-category is a meet-semilattice. Though this is an interesting fact, we will not need to use it; we thus save the proof until Proposition 8.8. Notation 4.13. Recall that we refer to the generating morphisms of W as (η, µ, ǫ, δ); see Eq. (4). If C supplies wiring W then the equations in Eq. (5) imply that (η, µ, ǫ, δ) form a special commutative frobenius monoid structure on every object, and these structures are compatible with C's monoidal structure. This is exactly the definition of C, or more precisely its underlying 1-category, being a hypergraph category (see [FS19a] ).
In particular, one obtains a self-dual compact closed structure on C using the cup and cap; see Eq. (6). Thus to every 1-morphism f : c → d we may associate its transpose f † : d → c. In string diagrams, we depict the transpose of f by its 180-degree rotation,
The additional structures and axioms of a hypergraph category allow us to split wires in various ways, but such that "connectivity is all that matters" when interpreting string diagrams. Thus we may use network or circuit-like diagrams as in [FS19a] to represent 1-morphisms in C. This allows us to be rather informal when depicting morphisms as diagrams-in particular how a given connection is constructed from frobenius maps-because all formalizations of it result in the same morphism. For example, the following diagrams all represent the same morphism:
We refer the reader unfamiliar with this notation to [FS19a] for more details.
To make a prerelational category relational, we need tabulations. The following definition is due to Freyd and Scedrov [FS90] .
Definition 4.14 (Tabulation). Suppose C supplies W and let f : r s be a morphism
s is a left adjoint; and
We callf : | f | → r ⊗ s the span associated to f .
We will see in Proposition 5.5 that a tabulation in Rel(R) is just a jointly monic span in the regular category R. This holds in full generality; see Proposition 6.11.
Definition 4.15 (Relational po-category).
A relational po-category is a prerelational pocategory R in which every morphism has a tabulation.
We denote by RlPoCat the po-category whose objects are relational po-categories R, whose 1-morphisms are strong monoidal po-functors F : R → R ′ , and whose 2-morphisms are left adjoint natural transformations α : F ⇒ G.
Remark 4.16. We will eventually construct a 2-functor LAdj : RlPoCat → RgCat that sends every R to its category of left adjoints. For LAdj to be 2-functorial, the 2-morphisms in RlPoCat need to be left adjoint transformations by Proposition 2.7. Example 4.19. As we shall see in the next section, for any regular category R, the po-category Rel(R) is relational.
5
The relations 2-functor Rel : RgCat → RlPoCat
We have said that for any regular category R, the po-category Rel(R) of relations is relational in the sense of Definition 4.15. In this section we prove that fact, as well as the functoriality of the Rel construction.
Rel(R) is relational
Given a category R with finite limits, write Span(R) for the usual category of spans in R. It has a symmetric monoidal structure given by the categorical product in R. There is an identity-on-objects symmetric monoidal functors inc 0 : R → Span(R) sending f : r → s to the span r Proof. Given an object r ∈ R, the comonoid supplied to r is given by the unique finite product preserving functor Thus Rel(R) is a prerelational po-category. To show that it is a relational pocategory, it remains to prove that it has tabulations. Lemma 5.2. Every morphism f : r s in Rel(R) is a lax comonoid homomorphism.
Proof. We need to establish the inequalities f ǫ s ≤ ǫ r and f δ s ≤ δ r ( f ⊗ f ) (see (10)). Taking f to be a jointly monic span r ← x → s, each inequality amounts to taking two pullbacks and comparing. We leave this calculation to the reader.
Lemma 5.3. Let f : r → s in R. In Rel(R), the graph id r , f of f is left adjoint to the co-graph f, id r of f .
Proof. This is straightforward; the unit of the adjunction is the canonical map given by the universal property of the pullback, while the counit is simply given by f itself.
Remark 5.4. In fact, in Lemma 7.1 we shall see that graphs and cographs characterise left and right adjoints in Rel(R); we call this the fundamental lemma of regular categories.
Proposition 5.5. If R is a regular category then Rel(R) has tabulations.
Proof. Let r f ← − x g − → s be a relation-that is, a jointly-monic span-in R. Then f, g = f, id x id x , g in Rel(R), so by Lemma 5.3 every morphism in Rel(R) can be written as the composite of a right adjoint followed by a left adjoint. Thus we have established conditions (i), (ii) of Definition 4.14. It remains to show (iii), that ( f, id x , id x , g ) obeys Eq. (11). But this is true because f, g : x → r × s is monic in R by assumption, and the pullback of a monic along itself is the identity.
Corollary 5.6. Let R be a regular category. Then (Rel(R), I, ⊗) is a relational po-category.
Proof. This follows from Propositions 5.1 and 5.5 and Lemma 5.2.
Rel is functorial
Our next goal is to establish that Rel extends to a 2-functor. Proof. Recall that Rel(R) is defined to have the same objects as R, so the proposed data is well typed, and Rel(F) obviously preserves the order (3) on morphisms. It also preserves identity and composition-as is obvious from the definition (see Definition 3.8) of these structures-because regular functors preserve diagonals, pullbacks, and image factorizations by Definition 3.3. Finally, Rel(F) is strong monoidal because the strongators are given by universal properties. Proof. For each r ∈ Ob R = Ob Rel(R), the graph of the component α r : F(r) → G(r) is a left adjoint in Rel(R ′ ) by Lemma 5.3; thus by Proposition 2.4 we have defined the components of a left adjoint natural transformation Rel(α) : Rel(F) → Rel(G).
Theorem 5.9. There is a 2-functor Rel : RgCat → RlPoCat.
Proof. We defined Rel on objects R in Corollary 5.6, on 1-morphisms in Proposition 5.7, and on 2-morphism in Proposition 5.8.
6
The left adjoints 2-functor LAdj : RlPoCat → RgCat
We will show in Theorem 7.3 that the 2-functor Rel: RgCat → RlPoCat from Section 5 is part of an equivalence of 2-categories. In this section, we provide a functor LAdj in the reverse direction, which sends a relational category to its category of left adjoints. Our first goal is to better understand left adjoints in prerelational po-categories.
Left adjoints in a prerelational po-category
Recall the notion of adjunction in a 2-category C from Definition 2.2. When C is a pocategory, the triangle equations (1) automatically hold, so we can depict the situation that L is left adjoint to R as the following inequalities:
We will see in Corollary 6.2 that whenever L is left adjoint to R, it is also the transpose L † = R. In this section we consider variants of the inequalities in Eq. (12). 
These four implications ( ⇒ ) have various converses, as follows: ( 2 ⇒ 2): if f is total then it is a counit homomorphism. ( 4 ⇒ 4): if f is co-total then it is a unit homomorphism.
( 1 ∧ 2 ⇒ 1): if f is both total and deterministic then it is a comult. homomorphism.
( 3 ∧ 4 ⇒ 3): if f is both co-deterministic and co-total it is a mult. homomorphism.
Proof. Recall that by definition of prerelational po-category, f is already a lax comonoid homomorphism (10), i.e. 1 and 2 automatically hold; we will mark uses of this fact with ( ). To see that comultiplication homomorphisms are deterministic ( 1⇒ 1) and counit homomorphisms are total ( 2⇒ 2), observe respectively (see Notation 4.13) f f f
Corollary 6.2 (Characterization of left adjoints). Let f : r → s be a morphism in a prerelational po-category C. Then the following are equivalent. (i) f is a left adjoint. (ii) f is left adjoint to its transpose f † : s → r. (iii) f is deterministic and total. (iv) f is a comonoid homomorphism. Similarly f is a right adjoint iff it is right adjoint to its transpose, iff it is codeterminstic and cototal, iff it is a monoid homomorphism.
Proof. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is by definition, and that of (ii) and (iv) is immediate from Proposition 6.1; also note that (ii) evidently implies (i). To see that (i) implies (iv), note that in the proof the homomorphism properties ( 1 ∧ 2 ⇒ 1 ∧ 2) in Proposition 6.1, only the existence of an 'adjoint' was necessary; it did not matter that the morphism with the adjointness property was the transpose. Proof. By the definition of supply, the counit ǫ I supplied to the monoidal unit is simply the identity id I ; see Eq. (7). Since left adjoints are comonoid homomorphisms by Corollary 6.2, we have that ǫ = ǫ id I = ǫ ǫ I = ǫ c by 2. This implies the last equality in the chain:
Proposition 6.5 (Left adjoints are discretely ordered). Suppose we have left adjoints f , g in a prerelational po-category such that f ≤ g. Then f = g.
Proof.
Note that f ≤ g immediately implies f † ≤ g † , because composition-e.g. composing with caps and cups-is monotonic. Then by adjointness we have that
Lemma 6.6, which we will use often, has a nearly identical proof.
Lemma 6.6. Suppose f is a left adjoint in a prerelational po-category. Then
The following lemma, Lemma 6.7, states that a square of left adjoints Lemma 6.7. In a prerelational po-category, we have
Since both x f and y g are left adjoints, they are equal by Proposition 6.5.
Epis and monos in a prerelational po-category
Morphisms in a regular category have image factorizations. In this section we explore epis and monos in prerelational categories.
Definition 6.8 (Epis and monos in a po-category). We say that a morphism m : r → s in a po-category C is a monomorphism iff it is a monomorphism in the underlying 1-category, i.e. if the function (− m) : C(q, r) → C(q, s) is injective (the cancellation property holds). Similary, we say that m is a split monomorphism in C if there exists n such that m n = id. We define (split) epimorphisms in C dually. (iv) m is co-deterministic. Dually, a left adjoint e is epi in C iff it is split epi in C iff the unit of the e, e † adjunction is the identity iff it is co-total.
Proof. (iii) implies (ii) implies (i) trivially, while (i) implies (iii) by applying the cancellation property to Eq. (13). (iii) implies (iv) trivially, and (iv) implies (iii) because m is a left adjoint, hence total; see Eq. (12).

Corollary 6.10. Let e be a left adjoint in a prerelational po-category C. If e is epi in C, then it is extremal epi in LAdj(C).
Proof. Suppose that e is epi and f and m are left adjoints such that m is a monomorphism and e = f m. By definition of extremal epi, we need to show that m is an iso. It already satisfies 1, 2, and 3; we prove it satisfies 4 using Proposition 6.9: 
is also left adjoint, with right adjoint equal to its transpose ( f † L ⊗ f R ) µ r . Thus by Proposition 6.9, Condition (iii) is equivalent to the fact thatf is monic.
LAdj(R) is regular
Fix a relational po-category (R, I, ⊗) (see Definition 4.15). Our goal in this section is to prove that its category LAdj(R) of left adjoints is regular.
Thinking of R as a po-category of relations, morphisms x : I → r represent subobjects |x| ⊆ r. When the image of a morphism f is contained in |x|, Proposition 6.12 tells us how to factor f through the inclusion |x| ⊆ r. Proposition 6.12. For any map x : I → r, let x = x R x L be a tabulation, and let f : s → r be a left adjoint. If
Moreover, in the case of equality
Proof. Given any morphism x : I → r, its tabulation gives an object |x|, a right adjoint x R : I → |x|, and a left adjoint x L : |x| → r. Note that since every right adjoint is a unit homomorphism, the unit η |x| is in fact the unique right adjoint I → |x|. Hence we write
and by unitality and the definition (11) of tabulation, x L is monic. This proves (i). By Corollary 6.2 and Proposition 6.9, since x L is monic, x L † is deterministic-so the composite f x L † is also deterministic-and it remains to see that f x L † is total:
Thus f x L † is a left adjoint, proving (ii). For (iii), we have the following inequalities, using Lemma 6.6 in the final step:
Since the order on left adjoints is discrete (Proposition 6.5), this implies (iii). Finally, for (iv) assume x = η f . By Propositions 6.1 and 6.9 and Corollary 6.10 it is enough to prove that f x L † is a unit homomorphism. This follows from (i):
Corollary 6.13 (Factorization). Every morphism in LAdj(R) factors as an extremal epi followed by a mono.
Proof. Given f in LAdj(R), apply Proposition 6.12 in the case that x = η f .
Corollary 6.14. Let e be a left adjoint in a relational category R. Then e is an epi in R iff e is an extremal epi in LAdj(R).
Proof. The forward direction was shown in Corollary 6.10. For the converse, let e be an extremal epi in LAdj(R). Note that by Proposition 6.9 and Proposition 6.1, e is an epi in R iff e is a unit homomorphism. Thus use Corollary 6.13 and Proposition 6.1 to factor e into a unit-homomorphic left adjoint followed by a mono; by definition this mono must be an iso. Hence e is the composite of two unit homomorphisms, and hence itself a unit homomorphism.
Remark 6.15. Although we shall not need it, it is also true that a left adjoint m in a relational po-category R is mono in R iff it is mono in LAdj(R). Thus we see that extremal epis and monos in LAdj(R) are the shadows of epis and monos in R.
Note that these facts do not hold for prerelational po-categories; for example, they do not hold true in W; see Example 4.18.
Proposition 6.16 (Universal property of tabulation). Let
Definef : s → r 1 ⊗ r 2 ,ŷ : |y| → r 1 ⊗ r 2 , and h : s → |y| to be the following morphisms:
Then h is a left adjoint, and it is the unique left adjoint obeyingf = h ŷ. Finally, if (14) is an equality thenf = h ŷ is an image factorization (i.e. h is extremal epi andŷ is mono).
Proof. Letting x ≔ (η |y| ŷ), it follows from (14) that (η s f ) ≤ x. By Proposition 6.11,ŷ is monic so (η |y| ,ŷ) is a tabulation of x. Thus by Proposition 6.12, h =f ŷ † is a left adjoint andf = h ŷ. Furthermore, if (14) is an equality then h is an extremal epi. Uniqueness of h follows from the fact thatŷ is monic: if alsof = h ′ ŷ then h = h ′ .
Corollary 6.17. In a relational po-category, tabulations are unique up to isomorphism.
Proof. Suppose a map y : r → s has tabulations f R f L and g R g L . By Proposition 6.16 we obtain universal left adjoints h : | f | → |g| and h ′ : |g| → | f |, and they are mutually isomorphic.
Corollary 6.18. Let g 1 : r 1 → t and g 2 : r 2 → t be left adjoints in R. Then their pullback in LAdj(R) is given by the tabulation of
Proof. This is exactly the content of Proposition 6.16 when y ≔ g 1 g † 2 .
Proposition 6.19. In LAdj(R), extremal epis are stable under pullback.
Proof. Suppose e is an extremal epi in LAdj(R), and that pulling back along f gives left adjoints e ′ and f ′ such that f ′ e = e ′ f . We simply use the facts that left adjoints are counit homomorphisms, and that for left adjoints, the extremal epis are precisely the unit homomorphisms (Corollary 6.14): Proof. The monoidal unit in R is terminal in LAdj(R) because every morphism is a counit homomorphism, and LAdj(R) has pullbacks by Corollary 6.18; thus LAdj(R) has finite limits. Every morphism factors into an extremal epi followed by a mono by Corollary 6.13, and extremal epis are stable under pullback by Proposition 6.19. Thus LAdj(R) is regular.
Remark 6.21. By Proposition 4.7 one sees that the finite products in LAdj(R) are given by the monoidal structure I, ⊗ in R. In particular for any object r, the unique map r → I is given by ǫ r and similarly the projection map r ⊗ s → r is given by id r ⊗ǫ s . The diagonal is given by the comultiplication δ.
LAdj is functorial
We showed in Proposition 6.20 that the category of left adjoints in a relational pocategory R is regular. We now show this extends to a 2-functor LAdj: RlPoCat → RgCat.
Recall from Definition 4.15 that we defined a morphism F : R → R ′ of relational po-categories simply to be a strong monoidal po-functor. One might suspect that a morphism should also be required to preserve the supply of wirings (see Definition 4.9) as well as the tabulations. We are now in a position to show that this is automatic. Proof. To see F preserves the supply of W, let ϕ denote the strongator isomorphisms for F. By Eqs. (4) and (9), it suffices to show that the following diagrams commute for each r ∈ R:
Since δ and ǫ are left adjoint to µ and η, and F preserves adjunctions, it suffices to show the commutativity of either pair. Since isomorphisms are left adjoints, ǫ ≔ ϕ −1 F(ǫ r ) and δ ≔ ϕ −1 δ F(r) are left adjoints, and (ǫ, δ) also form a comonoid structure on r in the usual way (strong monoidal functors send comonoids to comonoids). Hence we are done by the uniqueness of left adjoint comonoids (Proposition 6.4). The second claim is obvious: tabulations are defined equationally, so F must preserve them. Proof. LAdj(F) is a well-defined functor with codomain LAdj(S); see Proposition 2.7. To show it is regular, we must show it preserves finite limits and extremal epis. Since F is strong and the monoidal units in R and S are terminal, LAdj(F) sends terminal objects to terminal objects. Corollary 6.18 says that pullbacks are given by tabulations, and F preserves tabulations by Proposition 6.22. Finally, Corollary 6.14 shows that extremal epis are given by unit homomorphisms, and since F preserves the supply by Proposition 6.22, it sends unit homomorphisms to unit homomorphisms.
We recall that a 2-morphism in RlPoCat is a left adjoint natural transformation α : F ⇒ G between strong monoidal functors F, G : R → S. Explicitly (see Proposition 2.4) it is a natural transformation such that each component map α r : Fr → Gr is a left adjoint in S. Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 2.7.
Theorem 6.25. There is a 2-functor LAdj : RlPoCat → RgCat.
Proof. This 2-functor was given on objects, 1-morphisms, and 2-morphisms in Propositions 6.20, 6.23, and 6.24 respectively.
Rel and LAdj form a 2-equivalence
In Theorem 5.9 we showed that there is a 2-functor Rel : RgCat → RlPoCat, and in Theorem 6.25 we showed that there is a 2-functor LAdj in the opposite direction. Our goal in this chapter is to prove Theorem 7.3, the equivalence of 2-categories
RgCat
RlPoCat.
Rel LAdj Lemma 7.1 (Fundamental lemma of regular categories). Let R be a regular category.
Then there is a natural identity-on-objects isomorphism of categories
In particular, a relation x : r s is a left adjoint iff it is the graph x = id r , f of a morphism f : r → s in R.
Proof. This fact is well known, but we provide a proof here since it plays a central role. We shall show that there is an identity-on-objects, fully faithful functor from R to its relations po-category Rel(R), which sends a morphism f : r → s to its graph ι R ( f ) ≔ id r , f ⊆ r × s. Indeed, the pair id r , f ⊣ f, id s is an adjunction by Lemma 5.3, and it follows that ι R is functorial. This construction is 1-natural in R, because any regular functor F : R → S sends graphs to graphs; it is easy to check that it is also 2-natural.
To show that ι R is fully faithful, we characterize the adjunctions x ⊣ x ′ in Rel(R). Suppose we have g, f : x r × s and f ′ , g ′ : x ′ s × r with unit i : r (x x ′ ) and counit j : (x ′ x) → s. This gives rise to the following diagram (equations shown right):
We shall show that g and g ′ are isomorphisms, and that f ′ = g ′ g −1 f . We first show that i π s is inverse to g. Since the unit already gives that i π s g = id r , it suffices to show that g i π s = id x . Moreover, since g, f : x → r × s is monic and g = (g i π s ) g, it suffices to show that f = (g i π s ) f . This is a diagram chase: since
x → x × r x ′ , and we conclude
Similarly, we see that i π ′ s is inverse to g ′ , and hence obtain f ′ = g ′ g −1 f . Note that this implies the adjunction x ⊣ x ′ is isomorphic to the adjunction id r , (g −1 f ) ⊣ (g −1 f ), id s . Thus the proposed functor is full. Faithfulness amounts to the fact that the existence of a morphism id r , f → id r , f ′ implies f = f ′ . This proves the lemma.
We showed in Lemma 7.1 that there is a natural isomorphism ι : id RgCat → (LAdj • Rel). We need to show the other round-trip.
Proposition 7.2. For any relational po-category R, there is a natural identity-on-objects isomorphism of monoidal po-categories j R : R Rel(LAdj(R)).
Proof. The po-categories R and Rel(LAdj(R)) have the same set of objects and monoidal product by construction. On 1-morphisms, a tabulation of a morphism f : r → s in R defines a jointly-monic spanf of left adjoints as shown in Proposition 6.11; it is unique up to isomorphism by Corollary 6.17 and hence defines a morphism j R ( f ) : r s in Rel(LAdj(R)). Our first goal is to show that j R is functorial.
Given morphisms f : r → s and g : s → t in R, let y = f g be their composite, and let ( f R , f L ) and (g R , g L ) be their tabulations. They form a composable pair of relations:
and their composite in Rel(LAdj(R)) is given by taking the pullback of the middle terms, composing with f R and g L , and taking the image inclusion of the resulting span. By Corollary 6.18, the pullback of middle terms is the tabulation
Composing with f R and g L , we have simply replaced Eq. (15) by a chain of morphisms
with the same composite,
We want the image inclusion for the associated span to beŷ, and it is by Proposition 6.16. Note that j is natural since functors R → R ′ preserve transposes and tabulations (see Proposition 6.22).
To define an identity-on-objects po-functor j −1 R : Rel(LAdj(R)) → R, we just need to say what it does on hom-posets. A relation f : r 1 r 2 in Rel(LAdj(R)) is a jointly monic spanf of left adjoints f 1 : s → r 1 and f 2 : s → r 2 for some s ∈ R. We send f to the composite Proof. This is just Lemma 7.1 and Proposition 7.2. The second statement says that, for every relational category R, we have not just an equivalence but an isomorphism of po-categories R Rel(LAdj(R)). Similarly, for every regular category R, we have not just an equivalence but an isomorphism of categories R LAdj(Rel(R)).
Relational po-categories, cartesian bicategories, allegories
We close by comparing relational po-categories to two well known axiomizations of bicategories of relations: cartesian bicategories and allegories.
Cartesian bicategories
A prerelational po-category is exactly a 'bicategory of relations'. (v) (δ c , ǫ c ) is the unique comonoid structure on c with these properties.
The key difference in perspective is that while we have chosen to supply our category with wirings W (the local poset reflection of Cspn co ), Carboni and Walters give a more syntactic definition, explicitly giving a diagonal map δ and a terminal map ǫ for each object and requiring them to obey various conditions.
Note that a supply of wirings already implies we have δ c and ǫ c obeying (i), (ii), and (iii); see Eqs. (4) and (5). To show the two definitions are the same, we thus just need to show that (i), (ii), and (iii) amount to a supply of wirings. To do this, we shall prove that Eqs. (4) and (5) present W. Proof. Let X denote the prop presented by Eqs. (4) and (5), and recall that W is the local poset reflection of Cspn co . Define a prop functor X → W by sending ǫ and δ to the unique cospans of the form 0 → 1 ← 1 and 2 → 1 ← 1, and sending η and µ to their respective transposes, which happen to be their left adjoints. It is easy to check that the equations Eq. (5) hold in W, and so this is well defined.
We claim this functor is fully faithful and locally full (it is obviously locally faithful). Fullness was shown in [FS19a, Lemma 3.6], and we leave faithfulness to the reader. In the remainder we show that every 2-morphism in W is a composite of tensors of the 2-morphisms (η ǫ) ≤ id 0 and (δ µ) ≤ id 2 .
Let m f − → p g ← − n be any 1-morphism in W, and consider the epi-mono factorization m + n ։ i p of the copairing [ f ]g : m + n → p. This provides a 2-morphism i ⇒ p in Cspn. As long as i 0, there is also a 2-morphism p ⇒ i, because every mono between nonempty finite sets has a retraction; thus in the poset reflection W of Cspn co we have i = p. However, if i = 0 then p ≤ i is a strict inequality in W. We can only have i = 0 if m = n = 0, and we see that i is just the image of (η ǫ) under our functor. Thus we may assume that all our cospans are jointly epic. It follows that any morphism q ⇒ p of cospans is also epic.
Suppose given a 2-morphism p ⇒ q in W(m, n), i.e. a morphism q ⇒ p of jointly epic cospans. It can be factored as follows:
where we are using arrows to represent functions (morphisms in FinSet). It suffices to assume q = p + 1. Moreover, this map is the tensor product of p − 1 identity 2-morphisms and one 2-morphism of the form shown left
but any such 2-morphism can be factored as shown right. The middle map is the 2-morphism (δ µ) ≤ id 2 , as desired.
Proposition 8.3. A monoidal po-category is a prerelational po-category iff it is a 'bicategory of relations'.
Proof. Note that any prerelational po-category is a 'bicategory of relations', with the comonoid (δ c , ǫ c ) given by the supply of wirings, and the uniqueness (iv) given by Proposition 6.4. For the converse, it is enough to show that (i), (ii), (iii), and (v) in Definition 8.1 implies a supply of wirings. To see that each object c is equipped with a wiring, we use the presentation Eq. (5) as per Proposition 8.2; we define of course δ = δ c , ǫ = ǫ c , µ = δ * c , and η = ǫ * c . Condition (i) states that (δ, ǫ) form a commutative comonoid, and so their adjoints (µ, η) form a commutative monoid. Moreover, Condition (ii) takes care of the adjointness equations. It is well known the pairwise frobenius law of Condition (iii) is equivalent to the three part version in Eq. (5). The special law is derivable; see Remark 4.5. Finally, the fact that these wirings form a supply follows from the uniqueness condition (v).
A relational po-category is exactly a functionally complete 'bicategory of relations'. Proof. We simply need to check that tabulations for morphisms r → I imply tabulations for all morphisms. This is the content of [CW87, Corollary 3.4(i)].
Allegories
In this final section we outline the connection with Freyd's notion of allegory. A full treatment of allegories and their relationship with regular categories can be found in [Joh02, Chapter A3]. Definition 8.6 (Unital allegory). A po-category C is an allegory if it is equipped with an identity-on-objects po-functor † : C op → C such that (i) † † = id.
(ii) each hom-poset C(x, y) has binary meets.
(iii) for all f : x → y, g : y → z, and h : x → z the modular law holds: ( f g) ∧ h ≤ f (g ∧ ( f † h)). We further say that an allegory is unital if there exists an object u such that (iv) id u is the top element of C(u, u). (v) every object x there is a morphism ǫ : x → u such that ǫ ǫ † ≥ id x . We call any such u a unit. Definition 8.7 (tabular allegory). A tabulation of a morphism f in an allegory is a pair of morphisms f R , f R such that f = f R f L and ( f L f L † ) ∧ ( f R f R † ) = id. We say that an allegory is tabular if every morphism has a tabulation.
It is perhaps instructive to note that any prerelational po-category is a unital allegory. Indeed, given a prerelational po-category, the self-duality on objects provides the identity-on-objects involution † ; this implies Condition (i) of Definition 8.6.
We have previously mentioned that the hom-posets of a prerelational po-category are meet-semilattices, which clearly implies Condition (ii); this can be proved as follows. ; we want to show it really is a meet.
By the above work, f ∧ g ≤ f and f ∧ g ≤ g, using the unitality for monoids and comonoids. To prove it has the universal property, suppose h ≤ f and h ≤ g. Then h∧h ≤ f ∧g, so it suffices to show h ≤ h∧h. This follows from the special law (5) and the fact that h is a lax comonoid homomorphism and an oplax monoid homomorphism (see Lemma 4.12).
Finally, the modular law (Condition (iii) of Definition 8.6), follows immediately from the fact that morphisms in a prerelational po-category are lax comonoid homomorphisms.
Proposition 8.9. Let f : x → y, g : y → z, and h : x → z be morphisms in a prerelational po-category. Then the modular law holds: ( f g) ∧ h ≤ f (g ∧ ( f † h)).
Proof. We want to prove the following inequality:
Using the hypergraph structure, we can rearrange the left-hand junction in such a way that both f 's are on its left; see (Notation 4.13). Then the required inequality is simply the fact that f is a lax comonoid homomorphism.
Remark 8.10. The simplicity of this graphical proof, and the derivation of the modular law from the primitive wiring/frobenius operations, was emphasised informally by Walters as a key advantage of the 'bicategory of relations' approach. We are inclined to agree.
Thus every prerelational po-category is an allegory, in fact a unital allegory by taking u to be the monoidal unit.
We close by mentioning that relational po-categories are unital tabular allegories.
Proposition 8.11. Let C be a monoidal po-category. Then C is a relational po-category iff it is a unital tabular allegory.
Proof. It is well-known (see [Joh02, Theorem A.3.2.10]) that unital tabular allegories have a regular category R of left adjoints and in fact are isomorphic to the relations po-category of R. The result then follows from our main theorem (7.3).
